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Manhattan Prepâ€™s 4th Edition GRE Strategy Guides have been redesigned with the student in

mind. With updated content and new practice problems, they are the richest, most content-driven

GRE materials on the market.Written by Manhattan PrepÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s high-caliber GRE instructors,

this Guide is really two books in one, thoroughly covering two of the quantitative question types on

the GRE. The Guide to Quantitative Comparisons provides you with a framework for understanding

what Quantitative Comparisons questions test. Most importantly, it discusses time-saving strategies

specific to the Quantitative Comparisons format so that you can know when to solve rigorously,

when to estimate, and when to test numbers.The Guide to Data Interpretation presents an overview

of the types of graphs students can expect to see on the GRE. It also discusses the different types

of questions typically seen on the GRE and provides guidelines for reading graphs and combining

information from different graphs to answer questions.Each chapter provides comprehensive

coverage of the subject matter through rules, strategies, and in-depth examples to help you build

confidence and content mastery. In addition, the Guide contains Ã¢â‚¬Å“Check Your SkillsÃ¢â‚¬

quizzes as you progress through the material, complete problem sets at the end of every chapter,

and mixed drill sets at the end of the book to help you build accuracy and speed. All practice

problems include detailed answer explanations written by top-scorers!Purchase of this book

includes one year of access to 6 Manhattan Prep online section-adaptive GRE exams.
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QC is covered in six units out of seven units. DI is covered only in the 7th unit of the book. In the

beginning, i thought the book was a waste of time as i was concerned only on DI part. The book

surprised me however. The QC part was written in a very lucid way. I could simply turn on the pages

to finish all the QC part. Though i was not interested in QC part, i have to say that QC part helped

me a lot. The DI part covered in 7th unit was more than enough for me. It had few worked out

problems and simply three problems to solve. But those few examples and three problems details

almost everything one need to crack the DI questions in the GRE. In short, i will like to say that the

book was worth buying in my case.

Good problems here, and good strategy, but this book is pretty thin -- you can work through it fairly

quickly. I just got it because I needed to retake the test and I wanted some more practice problems.

Get the bigger book first.

Buying any one of the six Manhattan Prep GRE books is worth it simply because you get access to

6 Practice tests. However, this book on Quantitative Comparison is really helpful if you struggle with

Quant. It breaks down simple strategies to use in order to improve your score.

It is a very helpful textbook to understand how problems are solved in GRE. For me, all the

Manhattan Prep books for GRE became my bible. There are a lot of exercises for you to do and a

very detailed explanation for each of them.

These really helped me with my preparation to get to target areas I was lacking. I particularly like the

code to access the online material on kindle.

this item helped me a lot, so I would recommend it to everyone. Good a explination to the examples

with a great strategy.

This is a great book!

Really good book
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